This is the first in a series of 5 volumes in the Handbook of Cancer Immunology series, and as such it is intended as an introduction to the precepts which form the basis of experimental and clinical immuno-oncology.
The major criticism of this book is the lack of balance between contributions, apparently arising from an inability to decide at whom the book is directed. The first chapter is intended as an introduction to the molecular and cellular components of the immune system and the nature and consequences of interactions between them. This is a poorly planned account, inaccurate in some places, and far too superficial in others. The lack of balance is emphasized by the discovery that after this initial inadequate account of what is almost ironically called the Frontiers of Immunology the reader is faced with a second chapter devoted entirely to Comparative and Developmental Immunology, and that the Impact of Cellular Immunity in Annelids, Arthropods and Echinoderms is given as much space as the previous chapter devoted to Tolerance.
The third chapter is an interesting account of the Effects of Ageing on Immune Function. However, the fact that this theme is returned to at great length in a subsequent chapter emphasizes the lack of editorial discipline. (Harold Walters in the Preface suggests that "overlapping chapters" provide us with a better opportunity to "catch the essence" of the subject. The more cynical reader will no doubt equate Walters' overlapping chapters with sloppy editing.)
Chapter Although some chapters are both interesting and well written, the lack of editorial guidance leaves the reader with a hotchpotch of tumour immunology which one feels has been thrown together rather than directed and developed. The tumour immunologist will find sections of interest, the nonimmunologist will find little to enlighten him. The book is dedicated to cancer workers, who are encouraged to be "creative and anarchistic enough to recognize the unique spores that probably float by daily". The dedication seems appropriate enough after making this haphazard trip through a discipline. It might be better, however, to heed the words of Klein in his foreword to Cochran's recent book on a similar subject: "Specifically accelerated speculation leads to erroneous concepts and the uncritical and unnecessarily prolonged investigation of such concepts, which in turn perpetuates central fallacies and myths".
M Relatively few scientists are involved in the painstaking research required to define the optimal conditions under which different cell types from different species can be grown in vitro. This book presents the proceedings of the first international symposium devoted to this topic. It is clear from a number of papers that much progress has been made towards defining optimum conditions for growth of fibroblasts from a variety of species, and emphasis is now being placed on similarly defining growth conditions for epithelial cells. For most epithelial tissues, however, growth is not the major physiological function, and attention is also now being focused on nutritional requirements for maintenance of differentiated functions.
Because of the small numbers of researchers involved, the papers in this volume represent a comprehensive survey of the current status of our knowledge. Many contributions contain detailed descriptions of techniques and media formulations, they are all well illustrated, with a detailed biblio-
